
JT_Kit011AOW Assembly Instructions

Thank you for purchasing the Joule Thief 011A One Winding kit from Mad Scientist Hut. 

This kit requires surface mount soldering skills. Assembly of the kit takes about 15-30 minutes and 

requires small cutters (diagonal preferred), solder, a razor, sharp knife or 180 grit or finer sand paper to scrape 

the enamel coating from the magnet wire and a 25Watt soldering iron.  Depending on what you will be powering 

the assembled kit with you may need some 22 gauge wire to connect the input side.  Completely review the 

instructions before assembly.

1. Unpack your kit. It should contain one transistor, one ferrite core, two pieces of magnet wire, one 

resistor, one CREE Xlamp 1Watt white LED, and the PCB. 

2. Very carefully unwind the magnet wire (avoid kinking the wire) and cut off one red and one green piece 

measuring about 5 inches in length. Start winding the coil with both wires, holding about 0.75 to 1 inch 

of wire outside of the toroid on the first turn (this does not have to be exact).

3. Wind both wires with one turn on the toroid. Cut the extra length from the end green and red winding to 

make both sets of wire about equal length of 0.75 to 1 inch. 



4. You need to scrape the enamel from the wire ends so that solder will stick to them. You can use a sharp 

knife or a razor blade to scrape the enamel. You might also try a piece of 180 grit or finer sand paper if 

you are not comfortable with the blade method. Be very careful not to cut the wire, just use gentle 

pressure while scraping the enamel from the wire. 

5. Solder the CREE Xlamp LED to the board. Note the mark on the LED must face the coil side of the 

board. Be very careful while soldering this LED. The metal box around the LED does stick to hot solder, 

do not solder to this part. If you solder to both sides of the box the LED will be shorted, you will have to 

use solder wick to de-solder from the box around the LED if you solder to it. You only have to solder the 

ends of the LED to the two outer pads. 



6. Insert the coil into the PCB. Be careful to to pay attention to the start winding wires. The dots on the 

PCB silk screen indicate where the start wires need to go. Also note that the silk screen is thicker on one 

side indicating where the larger diameter wire goes. Make sure to pull the coil wires through the board 

so that they are snug, do not pull too hard you can break the smaller diameter wire.

7. Next insert the transistor into the PCB, insert as shown. Solder the leads, then clip the leads from the 

back of the PCB. Bend the resistor. Insert resistor at reference designator R1. Solder into place and clip 

the leads on the back of the PCB.



8. Connect the power source, observe polarity(0.8VDC to 1.8VDC recommended, this kit will run down to 

less than 600mV but the light output will be dim).  Warning do not stare into LED. These are class 

2 LEDs per IEC 60825-1. These LEDs can damage your eyes!

What if the circuit does not work. Check the coil first, make sure it soldered correctly then check to see if 

the windings were swapped correctly. Next check to make sure the transistor is in the board correctly. Check 

the LED polarity, is it in the correct direction with the marked side facing the coil side of the PCB. Check 

LED to make sure there is no solder touching the metal box surrounding the lens. Then last check your 

power source is the polarity correct. Is the power between 0.8VDC to 1.8VDC, if you are using a source 

with a weak current, try putting a capacitor (try different sizes, start with 100uF, you can go up or down in 

capacitance) across the in+ and in- be sure that you get the polarity of the capacitor correct. Try a different 

power source.


